The purpose of this note is to establish the following theorem in the theory of models (announced in [ll]): Theorem 1. If an elementary class 3Z is closed under descending intersection then X. is a A2 class; i.e., 3C is the class of all models of a set of sentences of the form (Vx0 ■ ■ • xm_i) (3yo ■ • • yn-i) M, where M is quantifier-free.
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At the end, the question of extending Theorem 1 to pseudo-elementary classes will be briefly discussed.
Preliminaries.
A structure %L = {A, A{){<« is formed by a nonempty set A = | 31 j and finitary relations R$ among the elements of A, ior £<a=X(2I).
If for each ordinal £<a, Aj haspj places, the function p on a is called the similarity type of 21. If 33 = (B, 5£)j<", BQA, and each 5j is the natural restriction of At to B, then we say 58 is a substructure of 21 (58 C 21) and also 58 = 3l|P. If a' + y = a and K' = iA, 2?{){<«', then we write: 2I' = 2l|a' and 2t = (2F, ^+£>Kt. We also may write iA, Aj, S/)t<a to mean ((^4, A{)j<", S^)^<a.
The elementary language L9 has symbols ~, A, V, ~, and Pf£<a).
A (4), (5), and (6), respectively, will hold (for n = N+l). By the Compactness Theorem, we only need, therefore, to show that an arbitrary finite subset 2" of 2' has a model. The set X of all biE | 311 such that &£ occurs in 2" is finite; hence AC | 21'|, for some 2T£ft. Clearly, the structure (58*, | Sf'|) is a model of 2".1 Now let 58 = U{58"/«Gco} =(58o, Uu ■ ■ ■ , Un, • • • ). Then 58n*-<58 for each ra. Hence, we obtain from (5), in view of (3) This result may be compared with the theorem of Tarski [9] and Los [3] that a pseudo-elementary class closed under taking substructures is elementary (and indeed Ai)-Theorem 2 was discovered very recently, after the author saw Park's abstract [S] . Though it was not known to Park, it is very closely related to some of his results.
To establish Theorem 2, it suffices, as is well known, to show that 31X58GX implies 31 GX. A proof of this fact can be given along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1, but making use of Robinson's consistency theorem [8] . However, we shall not give the details, since a result somewhat stronger than Theorem 2 can be inferred almost immediately from some of Park's results. A paper by Park will include such an inference (cf. a forthcoming paper by Park).
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